Quality Products at the Lowest Prices

TEMPERATURE - RTD’s, Thermocouples, and Infrared products

MARLIN MANUFACTURING: Thermocouple and RTD Temperature Probes, Accessories, and Transmitters in any configuration with quick delivery.

RAYTEK: Non-contact IR Temperature Transmitters, 4-20mA, J & K TC, and 0-5Vdc Outputs

RELATIVE HUMIDITY • DEW POINT

VAISALA: Complete Humidity and Dew Point Transmitters, plus Portable Models for most industrial applications

ACI: Low cost Relative Humidity and Temperature products for HVAC applications

KELE: Complete Product Offering of Low Cost Building Automation Instrumentation

HONEYWELL (HYCAL): This brand is no longer available, contact Trask Instrumentation staff for proper cross or specific application assistance.

MINCO: Explosion-proof IS Relative Humidity Transmitters

PRODUCT MOISTURE - NIR and RF Technology

MOISTURE REGISTER PRODUCTS: Non-contact Product Moisture, NIR and RF Technology. Complete On-line Systems and Portable Hand-held Units.

Call and talk to a live person to get application assistance.

(864) 848-3993     Fax: (864) 848-9569     E-mail: mike@traskinst.com
...Many Items in Stock for Quick Delivery

**LEVEL** - Continuous Level, Point Level, Ultrasonics, Floats, Submersible Transmitters

**CONSILIMUM (Formerly METRITAPE):** Teflon or Hastelloy Liquid Gauging System; (NO PROBLEM WITH FOAM), also Ultrasonics, Floats, Submersible Pressure Transmitters and all level application accessories.

**HYDE PARK:** Ultrasonic Sensors 2 inch to 26 foot capability, Analog and Discrete Outputs  **In Stock item**

**KOBOLD:** Complete line of Floats, Probes, Optical, Magnetic, and Capacitance Level Transmitters

**MTS:** High Accuracy, Float-Style level transmitters

**BINMASTER:** Level Measurement equipment for Solid Materials

*Also available: FM Approved Ultrasonics--Call TRASK!

**FLOW** - Thermal, PD, Turbine, Sanitary, Flow Switches

**NIAGARA:** Magnetic flowmeters, and accessories

**BLANCETT:** Flow Meters for “Low Flow” applications, PD, Turbine Technology

**WEBER:** Flow Meters and Flow Switches with “NO MOVING PARTS”, using Calorimetric technology

**ALICAT:** Low mass flow measurement and control for dry gases, from 0.5 SCCM to full scale

**KOBOLD:** Complete line of Floats, Probes, Optical, Magnetic, and Capacitance Level Transmitters

**SAGE:** Thermal Mass Flow Meters for dry gas media; hazardous application capability

**AW:** Positive Displacement Flow Meters, Coriolis Mass Flow Meters
Prompt, Courteous Customer Service

PRESSURE - Inches of Water to PSI Transmitters, Gauges, Switches

CECOMP ELECTRONICS: Digital Pressure Gauges, Vacuum Gauges with analog outputs, setpoint outputs; back lighting, battery, AC and DC powered models

ASHCROFT PRODUCTS: Pressure Transmitters, Gauges, Thermometers, and Switches—many units in stock for quick delivery; In Stock items

MICRON INSTRUMENTS: Ultra-small Pressure Transmitter, Flush Diaphragm, 4-20mA output.

GP50: Pressure, Level and Temperature Transmitters and Transducers

DWYER INSTRUMENTS: Pressure, Flow, Level, Temperature and Valve Products

KOBOLOD: Pressure Transmitters, Gauges and Switches

ULTRASONIC SENSORS - Short Range, Long Range and High Accuracy

HYDE PARK: Ultra-sonic Sensors, Ranges from 2"-26 feet, Analog ouputs, Discrete outputs, Push button Rangeable, S.S. bodies, small sizes, 12mm, 18mm, 30mm, Flat Pak, Super Prox, and the NEW PC Configurable model—many units in stock

Call and talk to a live person to get application assistance.

(864) 848-3993      Fax: (864) 848-9569      E-mail: mike@traskinst.com
PROXIMITY / PHOTOELECTRIC SWITCHES  In Stock items

HTM ELECTRONICS: Inductive, Capacitive, Photoelectric, Frame Switches; Encoders, Fiber Optic, and Color Sensor--Proximity Switch Cables, most items in stock, many configurations available.

RECHNER: Specialty Proximity switches; Signal Conditioners for NPN or PNP output sensors.

TRI-TRONICS: Photoelectric Sensors and Controls for a wide variety of industrial applications, UV Sensors, Color sensors.

TRASK: Long Range Laser, Retro and Diffused modes, Both NPN and PNP output.

SOFTWARE USA INC: Proximity Sensor Mounts and Accessories

SIGNAL CONDITIONING • 2 & 4 WIRE TRANSMITTERS and DIGITAL TRANSMITTERS,  In Stock items

ABSOLUTE PROCESS INSTRUMENTS: Plug-in Signal Conditioners, Transmitters and Limit Alarm Modules--LIFETIME WARRANTY, UL approval, 2000VRMS isolation

NK TECHNOLOGIES: AC or DC Current, Voltage, Power, Frequency Transmitters and Alarm Modules

DGH: Signal Conditioners with RS232/422/485 output, any process signal input capability

CAMILLE BAUER: Temperature, Signal Conditioner & Angular Transmitters, Power Monitors

FLEXCORE: CT’s, Flexible CT’s, Power Equipment, Watt Transducers
LOAD CELLS • WEIGHING SYSTEMS • FORCE • TORQUE

S. HIMMELSTEIN: Torque Transmitters, Transducers, and complete selection of Instruments

HARDY INSTRUMENTS: Weight Controllers, Weigh Scale Modules; Many interfaces: Ethernet, Ethernet IP, Profibus, DeviceNet, RIO, Modbus TCP; Load Cells and Core technologies: C2®, WAVERSAVER®, IT, SMM

TRASK INST.: Small, compact size; button, through-hole, and pancake type Load Cells

Call and talk to a live person to get application assistance.

DIGITAL METERS • ANALOG METERS • BARGRAPHS

PID CONTROLLERS

TRASK: Digital Meters, LED, Bargraphs, Counters, Totalizers, Rate Meters; In Stock items

PRECISION DIGITAL: Complete Digital Meter Products including Loop Powered LCD, Explosion-proof, Counters, Totalizers, Large Digit Displays and Enclosures.

FUTURE DESIGN CONTROLS: PID Controllers, 1/16, 1/8, and 1/4 DIN; In Stock items

Also Available: Red Lion and Newport meters

1.2” LED Height

2”, 4”, 6”, & 8” Digital Sizes

DISPLACEMENT • LASERS • LVDT’s • LDT’s

BANNER: Long Range Lasers, diffused to 5 meters, retro to 50 meters

HARRIS INSTRUMENTS: Width, Centerline and Loop Position Monitors with analog output.

RDP ELECTROSENSE: Complete LVDT product line offering

MTS SENSORS: Non-contact linear position and liquid level sensors

(864) 848-3993 Fax: (864) 848-9569 E-mail: mike@traskinst.com
DATA LOGGERS
ACR: Complete line of “Pocket” size Data Loggers, battery powered, configurable software
FUTURE DESIGN CONTROLS: Circular, Strip Chart and Paperless Recorders.
LOGIC BEACH INSTRUMENTS: Battery Powered, Portable Field Data Logger, Windows Icon Based Software--any input and local control / display, up to 24 channels.

ACCESSORY ITEMS • SAFETY PRODUCTS • VIBRATION INSTRUMENTS • SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION
BELLOFRAM: I/P, V/P Products
MERIDIAN: Rotary Slip-ring Contacts
HTM SYSTEMS, INC: Infrared Light Curtains, Safety Mats, Palm Buttons
BALMAC: Vibration Transmitters, Switches
Power Supplies: IN STOCK, 24 VDC, DIN Rail Mount

DATA LOGGERS
ACR: Complete line of “Pocket” size Data Loggers, battery powered, configurable software
FUTURE DESIGN CONTROLS: Circular, Strip Chart and Paperless Recorders.
LOGIC BEACH INSTRUMENTS: Battery Powered, Portable Field Data Logger, Windows Icon Based Software--any input and local control / display, up to 24 channels.

ACCESSORY ITEMS • SAFETY PRODUCTS • VIBRATION INSTRUMENTS • SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION
BELLOFRAM: I/P, V/P Products
MERIDIAN: Rotary Slip-ring Contacts
HTM SYSTEMS, INC: Infrared Light Curtains, Safety Mats, Palm Buttons
BALMAC: Vibration Transmitters, Switches
Power Supplies: IN STOCK, 24 VDC, DIN Rail Mount
Let us help you find the best sensor solution for you, and give you a FREE demo or quote.

Mike Trask  E-mail: mike@traskinst.com  
Karen Lane  E-mail: karen@traskinst.com  
Allen Hooker  E-mail: allen@traskinst.com

See us on the web: www.traskinstrumentation.com

Your Sensor Solution Source

TRASK
INSTRUMENTATION, INC.  
414 W. Poinsett St.  •  Greer, SC 29650  •  Phone: (864) 848-3993  •  Fax: (864) 848-9569